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Ref no Project title C-SPACE: AN AFFORDABLE TOOL TO TURN THE SPACE SURROUNDING US INTO A CREATIVE 
EXPERIENCE 
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Greece 673.400,00 100% 10 

European 
Commission,  

FP7 

European 
Commission,  

FP7 
11/2013 
05/2016  

Detailed description of project Type and scope of services provided 
The aim of c-Space is to leverage on people familiarity with Augmented Reality (AR) software 
for tablets/smart phones and on emerging micro-projection technology to unleash users’ 
inventiveness by letting them create 4D content in a completely new way, reconstructing 3D 
scenes of real scenes at different times (4D), which can be used as the “virtual stage” for 
ubiquitous media-sharing. 
This scenario paves the way to a future vision whereby it becomes possible to achieve real-
time 3D reconstructions of dynamic scenes from multiple high resolution video streams made 
available on-the-fly by hundreds or thousands of concurrent users, without imposing impractical 
constraints to the hardware setup and environment conditions. According to this vision the 
video streams are used to create in real-time extremely high quality lossless and detailed AR 
scenes of the surrounding environment, thus delivering true real-life-like looking experience and 
bringing to a true blending between real and virtual worlds. 

 
Partial MVS-Reconstruction of Löwentor (Lionsgate), Darmstadt. Left/Right: sample input 

images taken from different directions, and reconstruction (textured and gray scale) of one 
column of the gate (left) / gate 

panel (right) 
                                   

By significantly shortening the 3D content creation pipeline, c-Space will 
fill a gap not covered by any technology on the market, yielding manifold 
savings (in terms of time & resources) in several creative industries 
(performing arts, advertising, movies, video games, cultural tourism 
etc.). Moreover, c-Space will address several S&T challenges to 
demonstrate that the aforementioned vision is only limited by 
technological constraints. Although these constraints currently prevent 
us from being able to handle a high number of concurrent video streams 
(100+), real-time 3D reconstruction, and uncompressed transmission of 
3D content, we believe that fast technological development will help 
make this vision true in a not too remote future. 

 
MVS reconstruction of the statue of liberty, New York, from 

hundreds of Internet photos. 


